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Finite mixture models have been used for more than 100 years, but have seen a real boost in popularity over the
last two decades due to the tremendous increase in available computing power. The areas of application of mixture
models range from biology and medicine to physics, economics and marketing. These models can be applied
to data where observations originate from various groups and where group affiliations are not known, as is the
case for multiple isotope ratios present in mixed isotopic samples. Recently, the potential of finite mixture models
for the computation of 235U/238U isotope ratios from transient signals measured in individual (sub-)µm-sized
particles by laser ablation – multi-collector - inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-MC-ICPMS)
was demonstrated by Kappel et al. [1]. The particles, which were deposited on the same substrate, were certified
with respect to their isotopic compositions. Here, we focus on the statistical model and its application to isotope
data in ecogeochemistry.

Commonly applied evaluation approaches for mixed isotopic samples are time-consuming and are depen-
dent on the judgement of the analyst. Thus, isotopic compositions may be overlooked due to the presence of
more dominant constituents. Evaluation using finite mixture models can be accomplished unsupervised and
automatically. The models try to fit several linear models (regression lines) to subgroups of data taking the
respective slope as estimation for the isotope ratio. The finite mixture models are parameterised by:
• The number of different ratios.
• Number of points belonging to each ratio-group.
• The ratios (i.e. slopes) of each group.
Fitting of the parameters is done by maximising the log-likelihood function using an iterative expectation-
maximisation (EM) algorithm. In each iteration step, groups of size smaller than a control parameter are dropped;
thereby the number of different ratios is determined. The analyst only influences some control parameters of the
algorithm, i.e. the maximum count of ratios, the minimum relative group-size of data points belonging to each
ratio has to be defined. Computation of the models can be done with statistical software. In this study Leisch and
Grün’s flexmix package [2] for the statistical open-source software R was applied. A code example is available in
the electronic supplementary material of Kappel et al. [1].

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of finite mixture models in fields dealing with the computation of
multiple isotope ratios in mixed samples, a transparent example based on simulated data is presented and problems
regarding small group-sizes are illustrated. In addition, the application of finite mixture models to isotope ratio
data measured in uranium oxide particles is shown. The results indicate that finite mixture models perform well in
computing isotope ratios relative to traditional estimation procedures and can be recommended for more objective
and straightforward calculation of isotope ratios in geochemistry than it is current practice.
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